
By Brooke Moore, New Windsor Senior Master Gardener

Of all the plants, roses are perhaps the ones that everyone can 
agree are wonderful.  Scarcely anyone has a truly negative opinion 
of these plants, and most people are enthusiastic growers and 
consumers of them.  Many of us have memories of gifts of roses - 
perhaps at the birth of a child, for a special birthday, on prom 
night, in a wedding bouquet or anniversary centerpiece.  

Their variety of flower form, color and scent makes them 
amongst the most prolific of plants and amongst the most easily 
recognized.  They are the stuff of legend, of song and poetry, and 
yet are also the flower of supermarket bin, roadside stand and 
potpourri.  

In both home gardens and formal gardens, roses take a place 
of pride, often being the centerpiece of the design and the 
backbone of the planting beds.  Sometimes they are isolated into 
their own gardens, and other times well integrated into perennial 
and annual plantings.  As single specimens they show off their 
special qualities and in swaths of planting the repetition of color 
and shape makes a huge statement.  

But what is it about these plants that so lures us into their 
spell?  One of my most vivid garden experiences was in New 
Zealand.  When getting out of the car at the Botanical Garden in 
Christchurch, we were lured deep into the grounds by the intense 
scent of roses.  Once there, the profusion of blossoms was almost 
overwhelming.  It was intoxicating to look at and to experience 
the intensity of fragrance that hung over the garden.  While not 

huge in size, it was immense in impact.  

Historically, roses have also been immense in impact.  From 
being used to identify opposing armies (The War of the Roses), to 
being secret missives sent between lovers, roses are a part of our 
history and of our culture.  As cut flowers they are at the top of 
the list for many, and serve as the over-the-top center for parade 
floats throughout the world - our Rose Parade in California being 
one.  

We tend to think of roses as they are today - well-managed, 
cultivated plants with proper names and lineages.  But they are a 
plant that has a much more hardscrabble history, and one that 
has been hugely influenced by plant taste and the hard work of 
hybridizers.  If we could time-travel backwards, we would 
recognize roses over the centuries both from scent and form, but 
we would be surprised that the color palette was more limited 
and the thorn more pronounced.  

Graceful and striking, roses lure humans into their orbit as 
much as they do bees and other pollinators.  From early spring 
until hard frost, the blossoms provide food and shelter for tiny 
creatures.  Rose hips wave amid a snow squall in the winter 
garden, waiting to be nibbled by deer and other animals, or taken 
in for a lovely pot of tea.  

Roses have been with us for hundreds of years, and no doubt 
will be for countless more, because they bring us joy, help us 
mark special occasions and show that even things that are prickly 
can be beautiful.  
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This month 3 New Windsor Master Gardeners are thrilled to explore a favorite plant - the rose!  Patti Martellaro, Madelene Knaggs, and Brooke Moore..
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By Madelene Knaggs, New Windsor Master Gardener

Beautiful and 
adaptable, roses 
can be grown in 
almost any soil 
type.  But for best 
results, evaluating 
and amending 
your soil is 
recommended.  
Start by evaluating 
the basic 
composition of the 
soil, which ideally 
for roses should be 
one-third silty clay, 

one-third sand and one-third decomposed 
organic matter.  Test this by shaking up a half-
cup of soil in a quart jar of water and letting it 
settle.  The sand will settle first, then the silt in 
visible layers after 2 hours.  Smallest clay 
particles will remain in suspension for a few 
days.  The addition of organic matter will help 
correct any imbalance you find and will aid in 
proper drainage.  The organic matter will also 
help your soil retain moisture and feed your 
plants slowly as soil microbes consume and 
release the nutrients into the soil solution.  
The resulting loam is rich in humus (decayed 
organic matter) and provides your roses with 
an ideal growing environment. 

After preparing your soil, test the pH to make 
sure its in the 6.5 to 7 range.  A soil test will 
help you determine if adjustments are needed.  
Adjusting pH is a gradual process that can 
take as long as six months, so periodic soil 
tests every few months can help guide and 
maintain proper pH throughout the year.

Balanced soil composition at the correct pH 
can be further enhanced by feeding the soil life 
that will feed your roses.  Mulching with 
compost will control weeds and retain 
moisture.  Alfalfa meal or Kelp meal can also 
add additional macro and micro nutrients as 
well as natural growth stimulants to give your 
roses all they need to reach their full potential. 

The Right Soil for Roses How to Plant Roses: Bare Root or Potted
By Brooke Moore, New Windsor Senior Master Gardener

How you plant roses 
will, in large part, 
determine how successful 
you will be in growing 
them.  Proper location, 
planting depth, and soil 
amendments are all crucial 
to giving a new rose a 
proper home in which to 
thrive.

Roses like at least 6 
hours of sun and prefer 
morning sun to afternoon.  
Good air circulation is 
important to reduce 
disease and to carry scent, 
but avoid heavy wind areas.  
Good drainage, weed-free soil with a pH of 6-6.5, and plenty of organic material 
is ideal.  In our area, roses should be planted in the spring – when there is no 
longer any danger of frost.

Typically, roses can be purchased as bare-root plants (mail order, or in plastic 
bags) or as potted plants (in medium to large pots).  Let’s talk first about bare-
rooted roses, which are most often the best way to acquire high quality roses 
and roses that are not the common ones found in nurseries.  Some bare-root 
roses are grafted (meaning that they are a rose growing on the roots of a 
different type of rose) and some bare-root roses are not grafted (they grow on 
their own roots).  A grafted rose has a bulbous area between the stem and the 
roots – this is called a graft or bud union.  It is important in our area to plant 
the rose deeply, so the bud union is 2-3 inches below the soil surface; doing so 
will protect that vulnerable area from our harsh winter conditions.  

If possible, plant your bare root roses within 24 hours of receiving them.  The 
first step is to rehydrate them; fill a large bucket with lukewarm water and 
immerse the rose up to the bud union.  Let soak for 4-6 hours.  Remove from 
water and prune away any damaged or dead material from roots and canes.  If 
roots are overly long, prune back to a manageable length.  

Dig a large hole so that the roots can be spread out.  Add compost or aged 
manure, and a handful of bone meal (this will promote healthy root growth). 
Create a small pyramid in the center of the hole and center the rose on it.  Fill in 
soil around the roots, gently tamping to eliminate air holes; gently shaking the 
plant as you begin to fill the hole will help settle the soil around the roots.  
Water well.  

Potted roses should be planted so that the soil level matches that of the pot, 
again in a large hole and with added organic material.  Check to be sure that the 
bud union is planted deeply enough; if needed, plant deeper so that it will be at 
proper depth.  If needed, prune out damaged or crossing canes to give the rose 
a good shape.  Then sit back and enjoy.
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The Language of Roses
By Patti Martellaro, New Windsor Master Gardener

Roses reflect very different feelings based on the color of the 
rose, the number of roses given, or the type of rose.  When you 
pick a rose color for gift giving, you are personalizing the floral 
gift.  You may not know that a rose color has a specific sentiment 
associated with it and could unintentionally offend the recipient.  
To help you communicate the appropriate feelings, use the 
following rose color meanings to plan for gift giving.

• Red Roses -  are an 
expression of unconditional 
or deep Love, “I Love You.”  
A red rose should not be 
used on a first date because 
of the strong feeling of love.  
They also stand for courage, 
admiration, and respect.

• Deep Red Roses -  convey 
heartfelt regret or sorrow.

• Deep Burgandy Roses -  
mean unconscious beauty.

• White Roses -  are associated with purity, innocence, 
chastity, and reverence.  They are often used for new 
beginnings, like weddings and births.  Bridal White Roses 
mean Happy Love.  

• Red and White Striped Roses -  express unity and 
togetherness.

• Pink Roses -  come in a large selection of shades.  All have 
meanings of admiration, joy, gratitude, grace, gentleness, 
and elegance.  They are expressions of platonic love and 
friendship.  A pink rose can be used as a sign of beginning 
love because it has a gentler meaning than a red rose.

• Yellow Roses -  currently 
symbolize friendship and 
caring, but the original 
meanings were jealousy 
and infidelity.  It is not a 
rose for romance.  A yellow 
rose indicates platonic 
feelings of welcome, 
warmth, and joy.

• Orange Roses -  signify passion, enthusiasm, and energy.  
An orange rose can mean strong desire or fascination.  

• Lavender Roses -  mean enchantment or “Love at first 
sight”.  They show fascination or adoration.  

• Blue Roses -  can’t be achieved naturally, so they represent 
the unattainable, mysterious, or impossible.  

• Green Roses -  indicate peace, harmony, fertility, or 
tranquility.  They offer best wishes for recovery of good 
health or a prosperous new life.

• Black Roses -  symbolize death or farewell.  It may be the 
death of an idea or a relationship.  What we call a black 
rose may be a very dark red rose, because like a blue rose, a 
black rose is elusive.  

The number of roses sent, also have a significant meaning.  
Single Roses show simplicity or gratitude.  The meaning changes 
by the color choice.  For example:

A single red rose means “I Love You!”  

A single white rose means “My feelings are pure.”  

A single yellow rose means “Let’s be friends”. or “You bring 
me joy”.  

A single pink rose means “I like you.”  

A dozen roses stand for love and gratitude.  It reinforces the 
message of any color rose.  Two dozen roses may refer to 24 
hours in a day and mean “I think about you every hour of the 
day”.  One hundred roses represent a century, meaning eternal, 
unchanging, and unconditional love.  

The type of rose you give is also significant.  Some examples 
are: a red rosebud symbolizes purity and loveliness; a white 
rosebud symbolizes girlhood; and a thorn-less rose means “Love 
at first sight”.  

The next time you give or receive roses, take a moment to 
reflect on the feelings being sent.  
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By Brooke Moore, New Windsor Senior Master Gardener

The phrase “a rose is a 
rose” is familiar to most 
of us, but what does it 
really mean?  Are all roses 
the same?  Does each 
rose have a special story?  
Can I tell one from 
another?  

Well, it is a bit 
complicated, and there is 
an evolving 
understanding of what 
roses are, where they 
come from, how they 
have been developed and 
what lies ahead for these 

amazing plants.  The American Rose Society defines three major 
groupings: Species Roses are those that are wild.  Old Garden 
Roses were in existence prior to 1867.  Modern Roses are those 
that have been developed after 1867 when the Hybrid Tea was 
introduced.  

For the home gardener, this means that you have a mind-
boggling choice of roses from within all three of these main 
categories, and there surely is a rose for everyone to fall in love 
with.  For our purposes, let’s look at the main classes of roses 
that are widely grown and easy to find in catalogs and rose 
gardens.  

No other flower type has a wider range of size, shape and bloom 
form, and then you add in fragrance and color (solid, bi-color, 
multi-color, striped, changing through bloom time), and it is hard 
to imagine that anyone is able to pick just a few of these to plant.  
With reliable blooming from early spring to late fall, roses are an 
ideal addition to the home garden, so let us look at categories so 
you can begin to sort out which ones will work for you.  

SPECIES ROSES: These are 
wild roses that have never been 
hybridized. They are usually 
simple petaled (4-8 petals), 
bloom once per season, and 
have a bush size from 2-20 feet. 
Of the groupings, these are 
grown the least by home 
gardeners and often are difficult 
to source.  

OLD GARDEN ROSES: This is a large group of roses with many 
popular sub-divisions based on historical developments and 
characteristics.  They typically bloom once per season, with late 
season development of hips as a bonus for the garden.  Flower 
forms vary from quartered, and 
cupped, to expanded, reflexed, 
globular and compact.  These 
are extremely popular groups of 
roses and can be found under 
many names in most catalogs

A few of the sub-groups are: 

Alba (white roses, pictured to 
the right): upright, with dense 
blue-green foliage, usually 
disease-resistant.  

Bourbon (right): cultivated from 
hybrid Chinas, these were the first 
repeat-bloomers to be developed.  
Plant size ranges from 2-15 feet.

Damask (above): known for intense fragrance, plant size 3-6 feet, 
some are repeat-bloomers.  This group should be looked for if 
you want to keep romance in your garden.  Their variety of 
fragrance and subtle colors make them worthwhile additions to 
the garden.

China (right):  variable in size with 
relatively few thorns, these are not 
a hardy group, but are strong 
repeat-bloomers.  From Southeast 
Asia, these are one of the most 
important groups of roses in the 
development of Modern Roses.  

Tea (left): variable in height, 
with weak stems resulting in 
large drooping blooms, 
these are the direct link to 
the modern Hybrid Teas that 
grace most home gardens.  
Many are winter tender and 
grow best when lightly 
pruned. 

 

Hybrid Gallica (right):  
small plants 3-4 feet tall, 
winter hardy, with fragrant 
brilliantly-colored 
blossoms. 

The MODERN ROSE groups are 
what we are most used to seeing 
and will most likely plant in our 
gardens.  Again, there are 
categories, each with their own 
specific history.  It begins with the 
Hybrid Tea (left).  
These roses have large, shapely 
blooms containing 30-50 thick 

A Classifications of Roses
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petals. Bloom cycle is every 6-7 weeks. Flowers are on long 
stems, either singly or with several sidebuds.  Excellent cut 
flowers. (The best-known Hybrid Tea is ‘Peace’ introduced in 1945 
to public acclaim throughout the world.)  Most are medium-size 
with an upright growth habit.  Almost all florist roses are Hybrid 
Teas.  

Hybrid Tea roses are sold as bare root, in pots, as tree roses and 
in about every color you can imagine.  Look for a cultivar that is 
disease-resistant and hardy for your area.  

Grandiflora (right):  a 
cross of Hybrid Tea 
with Floribunda to 
produce clusters of 
flowers. The first 
grandiflora rose to be 
introduced was ‘Queen 
Elizabeth’.  They are 
quite upright, often 
growing over 6 feet tall 
with long stems.  

Floribunda (left): a cross 
between hybrid teas and 
polyantha roses (low 
growing shrubs with large 
clusters of small flowers).  
It bears flowers in large 
clusters with more than 
one bloom in flower at a 
time.  This is the second 
most popular group of 
roses and one that 
everyone should include!  
They are hardy, easy care, 

and more reliable in wet weather than hybrid teas.  They can 
bloom continually.  More available from specialty growers than at 
large retail stores.  

Polyantha (left):  small but sturdy 
plants with 1-inch diameter 
blooms, these roses are often 
used for edging and for hedges.  
While not as well-known as 
Floribunda, they are worth 
looking for if you need a large 
area filled with bloom.  

Miniature and Miniflora (right):  
these are among my favorite 
roses even though they are often 
ignored or dismissed because 
they are small. They are great as 
edge plants and in containers.  
Very hardy, they are easy to grow 
and are scaled down versions of 
both hybrid tea and floribundas.  
More and more are being 

introduced, so if you have a 
small space or patio, consider 
this group and search out the 
more unusual ones.  Readily 
available potted or bare root 
from catalogs.  Consider 
planting them to 
commemorate the birth of a 
child and they will be perfect-
sized to introduce roses to a 
toddler.  

SHRUB (right): characterized 
by sprawling habit, these grow 
up to 15 feet in every direction 
given the right habitat.  Hardy and vigorous, most of these roses 
produce large quantities of clustered flowers.  

The English Roses (left) 
hybridized by David Austen 
are in this class. 

 

CLIMBING (below):  these 
roses have no tendrils or 
means of climbing on their 
own.  They have large upright 
canes that can be trained to 
grow on stone walls, fences, 
pergolas and other 
structures.  Most have stiff 
woody stems - the ones with 
thin pliable stems are called 

ramblers.  Roses have apical dominance, which means that they 
flower from the top growth.  Training a vertical stem horizontally 
will result in the loss of the apical dominance and the 
development of side shoots that will then flower.  Most modern 
climbers are repeat-bloomers and will give a full season of color 
and fragrance.  These are perfect as a dramatic entry point to a 
garden or the 
reward at the 
back of an 
area.  

For a more 
detailed look 
at all the 
classes, see 
the American 
Rose Society 
website and 
publications.  
My favorite 
book to 
recommend is 
A Year of Roses 
by Stephen 
Scanniello.
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Go Visit Some Roses!
By Brooke Moore, New Windsor Senior Master Gardener

Now that you know so much about roses, it is time to go and 
visit some!  We are fortunate to have many wonderful gardens 
near to us where roses are a featured part of the landscape.  You 
can spend a day locally (all around Hyde Park), or take a city trip 
and visit two of the most outstanding collections of roses to be 
found anywhere. Or explore the Hudson Valley a bit further north 
in Saratoga Springs.  Wherever you decide to go, be on the 
lookout for the colors, flower forms and style that speak to you.  
Most gardens label the plants, so you will be able to seek out the 
ones you love.  

Take note of the soil conditions and the planting system as well 
as the use of supports for the climbers and ramblers.  Many of 
these can be applied easily to a home garden.  Pack your camera, 

a notebook, plenty of water and get ready to explore!  

The New York Botanical Garden (2900 Southern Blvd, Bronx, NY 
10458) is home to the amazing Peggy Rockefeller Rose Garden 
[pictured above].  Originally designed by Beatrix Ferand, and then 
restored and completed over the last decade, this garden is a 
delight from spring to late fall.  The plantings are quite formal 
with swaths of similar colors and types of roses, but throughout 
the garden there are delightful groupings of modern repeat-
bloomers, hybrid teas, climbers and magnificent Old Garden 
Roses.  

The Brooklyn Botanical Garden (990 Washington Ave, Brooklyn, 
NY 11225) has the Cranford Rose Garden [pictured below].  With 
over 1000 roses, this is one of my all-time favorite places. I spent 
two years photographing the roses in all seasons and meeting 
many people who spend their outdoor time enjoying the 
incredible fragrance and bounty of blooms.  The garden is very 
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informal with Old Garden Roses the stars.  In spring, the perfume 
of the blooms fills the air and the riotous color is hard to beat.  
Among the named roses are a handful of “found treasures”, roses 
with no known history but rescued from cemeteries and 
roadsides.  

Spend a day in Hyde Park with a trifecta of rose gardens.  Start at 
the FDR Presidential Library (4079 Albany Post Road, Hyde Park 
12538) [pictured above]. The rose garden is a formal one with 
many elegant Hybrid Tea roses as well as climbers and some Old 
Garden Roses.  If you can, take a peak at the green houses where 
they grow roses to add into the garden.

From there a short drive to Eleanor Roosevelt’s Val-Kill home and 
research center.  Behind the cottage is a lovely small garden filled 
with perennials, some veggies and a delightful collection of 
roses.  Many are Rosa rugosa, single-bloomers with thick thorny 
canes but glorious blooms (106 Val-Kill Park Road, Hyde Park 
12538).  

Your last stop is the Vanderbilt Mansion and Garden (119 
Vanderbilt Park Road, Hyde Park, 12538) [pictured above].  Down 
below the main walled garden is the rose garden.  Another quite 
formal layout, it has groupings of mostly modern roses with an 
occasional climber.  (At times this garden is not well maintained.)  

For a bit more of a drive and adventure, head north to Yaddo 
Gardens (312 Union Ave. Saratoga Springs NY) [pictured below]. 
Our Master Gardeners visited it on a trip last year, and even in a 
misty bit of rain were thrilled with the roses.  A large pergola 
dominates the garden and climbers are slowly encompassing the 
structure.  In the main sections of the garden there are well laid 
out beds planted by color - in bloom from mid-spring through 
the fall.  
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Pruning Roses 
By Patti Martellaro, New Windsor Master Gardener

To keep your roses looking beautiful, careful pruning is essential.  
There are some basics that can guide inexperienced gardeners as well as 
pros.  

First, you should have the proper supplies for the task.  A good pair of 
sharp bypass clippers, (the blades overlap) must be used to make a clean 
cut.  The anvil style clippers, (where the blades meet), should not be used 
because they can crush or damage the canes.  Wear long sleeved clothing 
and use gauntlet style gloves to protect your arms from thorns.  

Early spring is the time to check over your roses and prune them for 
the growing season.  When you start to see that the first few buds are 
starting to leaf out, you know that it is pruning time.  Some gardeners 
prune when the forsythias start to bloom.  

General pruning rules pertain to all types of roses.  Some classes of 
rose require less pruning and Hybrid tea roses require the most severe 
pruning.  For all roses, remove any old leaves and debris from around the 
rose to eliminate any diseases or pests left from winter. Remove any 
dead, diseased, or tangled branches. Look at the structure of the rose - 
you want a vase-like shaped bush.  A goal of pruning is to open up the 
plant to allow light to penetrate into the plant and air to circulate.  

Dead wood is brown when you cut into it.  Healthy, living wood is 
green.  Take the dead wood out down to the base or where green wood 
begins.  Remove any branches that cross, the rubbing branches will cause 
damage and encourage diseases.  You should also remove weak or 
pencil-thin branches.  

Next, prune the remaining canes to the height you desire.  Find an 
outward facing bud eye (a bump where a leaf would meet the stem), go ¼ 
to ½ inch above the bud eye and make the cut at a 45 degree angle 
sloping away from the bud eye.  This will encourage new outward growth 

keeping the plant open 
inside.  The angle will 
allow water to run-off 
as well.  Remove 
suckers by digging to 
the root and remove 
them where they 
emerge.  If you just cut 
suckers off at ground 
level, several more will 
grow.

After you have finished pruning, clean up the area and dispose of the 
removed material.  Remember to thoroughly clean your bypass clippers 
so you don’t spread any diseases to other plants. 

Throughout the growing season you should dead-head your roses to 
encourage repeat blooms and keep the plant attractive.  Dead-heading 
means to remove the spent flowers before the seeds develop.  It is 
recommended to cut the flower stem back to an outward facing bud 
above a 5- leaflet or 7-leaflet leaf.  This procedure applies to healthy 
plants.  A small or weak rose bush should not 
be cut back so much because you are removing 
some food-making leaves from the rose bush.  
Sometimes the old roses are left on rugosa or 
shrub roses to form the rose hips for part of the 
display.  Just take off the old petals, leaving the 
hips.  

Flowers should be removed before October 
1st to allow rose plants to harden off in 
preparation for the winter.  If a rose plant has 
long stems, you may need to trim some back so 
they won’t snap during the winter.

Common Rose Ailments
By Patti Martellaro, New Windsor Master Gardener

Healthy roses are beautiful in our gardens, unhealthy roses are not!  Unfortunately, roses are susceptible to a variety of diseases 
and pests.  Proper site selection, good soil preparation, good drainage, proper spacing, plant maintenance, cultivar selection 
appropriate for your area, and choosing disease-resistant rose species will promote healthy roses better able to withstand the 
pressures of diseases and pests.  Below are the more common rose diseases.

Insect pests to watch out for are: Aphids, Japanese Beetles, Leaf Cutter Bees, Spider Mites, Thrips, Rose Midge, and Sawfly (Rose 
Slug).  Some can be washed off with a hose and others can be hand-picked.  Insecticidal soaps are effective on some insect pests too.  
Check your roses often to stop a disease or insect pest early. 

Disease Symptoms Pathogen/cause Management

Black Spot Black or brown spots on leaves and stems, leaves 
yellow and fall off.

Diplocarpon rosae
A fungus common during humid weather; a water-
borne disease.

Water roots of the rose, avoid wetting the foliage. 
Good sanitation and removal of infected canes. 
Fungicide or Neem oil

Downy Mildew
Purplish-brown spots form on leaves or twigs in cool 
damp spring weather.  Leaves yellow and fall off. Gray 
fuzz on underside of leaves.

Peronospora sparsa
A serious disease that spreads rapidly during cool, 
wet weather.  It can defoliate a rose plant in a few 
days.

Often clears with drier weather.  Keep plant pruned for 
good air circulation.  Practice good garden sanitation.

Rust
Small orange pustules/spores form on the underside 
of the leaves in the spring and summer.  Black spores 
in the autumn 

Phragmidium
Cool nights and wet conditions allow this fungus to 
defoliate the plant.

Same as Black Spot

Mosaic Virus Yellow mottling on leaves and deformed new growth. Rose mosaic, mottle, yellow mosaic Not much can be done-destroy infected plants!

Botrytis blight Small water-soaked lesions on petals.  Gray fungal 
growth on infected petals

Botrytis cinerea Space plants for good air circulation, meticulous fall 
clean-up  Fungicides.

Cankers Reddish-brown spots on canes covered with black 
specks/spores. Cankers girdle and kill the canes. 

Coniothyrium, Cryptosporella umbrina   and others.  
Canker is a disease of stress.

Protect plants from freeze and thaws. Don’t cover too 
early in fall. Remove infected canes No chemical 
controls.

Crown gall Small white or cream colored galls form on stems or 
roots. 

Agrobacterium tumfaciens Do not plant infected plants.

Rose Rosette Distorted bright red leaves.  Plants may be very thorny 
& branchy. Rose Rosette virus vectored by eriophyid mites.  Destroy infected plants. Eliminate multiflora roses in a 

100’ radius.
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Tree Roses, Majestic and Dramatic
By Brooke Moore, New Windsor, Senior Master Gardener

A tree rose is a rose that has been 
grafted onto a standard stem of another 
rose.  They are most often hybrid teas but 
can be other varieties as well.  In our 
climate, tree roses are best grown in 
containers that can be moved into a 
sheltered location for the winter.  

The stem of a tree rose is the vulnerable 
part, as it must hold up the weight of the 
rose as well as provide the nutritional 
needs for itself and the grafted rose. The 
full length of the stem should be 
supported by a stake, loosely tied in three 
places. It is important, especially in the 
first season, to balance the desire for a 
huge impact with the need to allow the 
stem to mature and strengthen.  Keeping 
the rose pruned to encourage flowering 
will also keep the size under control.  

Being in a container allows the rose to 
be moved into sun and out of the wind, as 
well as giving these show stoppers a 
dramatic place within the garden.  When 
selecting a tree rose, look for a healthy 
stem as well as a nicely-shaped foliage 
area.  If you are purchasing a bare-root 
rose, go to a reputable source who can 
give a guarantee, as they can be quite 
fragile to ship.  A standard stem length of 

2.5-3 feet will provide eye- level 
blossoms without being overly tall.  

During the growing season, treat 
them like any other rose - deadhead 
and cut back to encourage flowering.  
Water regularly and feed weekly.  They 
need more water and fertilizer than 
in-ground roses do.  As fall settles in, 
stop deadheading to encourage 
dormancy and to allow the rose to 
begin to adjust to cooler temperatures.  
Remove any diseased leaves and prune 
out crossing or damaged canes.  

Move the rose to a protected spot.  A 
sheltered area next to the house where 
leaves can be piled around the 
container and the rose can be covered 
with netting and leaves is good, but a 
garage is perfect.  Once the rose is 
dormant move it into the garage; make 
sure that the soil is moist.  Keep it out 
of drafts and let it rest for the winter.  As 
spring growth begins, in late April, water 
the plant and move it to a sheltered 
location to grow.  

Growing Roses in Containers
By Madelene Knaggs, New Windsor Master Gardener

Roses in containers can add beautiful accents to your decks 
and patios as well as brighten up your landscape.

With the exception of climbing roses or large shrubs, just 
about any type of rose can be grown in a container as long as the 
pot is large enough to hold the volume of soil needed to sustain 
the plant. Groundcover roses stay low and look lovely when they 
spill over the edges of a container. Depending on the size of your 
pot and the groundcover variety, it may also be possible to use it 
as a border around a larger plant.

Miniature roses have been cultivated to stay under 3 feet tall, 
so they are naturally well-suited to growing in containers.  They 
are typically dense and bushy, and they put out clusters of 
blooms.  Tree roses (also called standards) are usually grown in 
containers in our area, so they can be moved to a sheltered or 
indoor location in the winter.  Their straight stems are typically 
3-4 feet tall; their “canopy” can be a dense round shape, or 
weeping (cascading).  Patio rose is a general term that simply 
indicates that the plant size is appropriate for a container.  It is 
typically a medium-sized plant. 

It is important to choose the right container. Roses have roots 
that grow deeply, so the container needs to be large enough and 
deep enough to provide ample space for the roots; bush roses 
and small shrub roses need a container no less than 15” in 
diameter. The container also must have very good drainage.  After 
about 2 years, roses will often outgrow their containers, so they 
will need to be transplanted into a larger one that is one or two 

sizes up from the previous one.  During the re-potting, refresh the 
plant with new potting soil.

The ideal soil to use is one-third good quality potting soil, one-
third compost (this will increase the water-holding capacity), and 
one-third aged manure.  Other amendments that prove to be 
beneficial are a cup or so of perlite (to enhance drainage), and 
fishmeal or bloodmeal to increase nutrient levels. 

Roses are heavy feeders, as they need fertile conditions to 
produce many blooms over the growing season.  Granular 
fertilizers have the potential to burn tender roots, so liquid 
fertilizers are best.  Feed the rose plants every spring (after new 
growth has unfurled), and then every 2-3 weeks.  Stop fertilizing 8 
weeks prior to the first frost.

Place the container in a location with adequate light and air 
circulation.  Roses need at least 7 hours of sun each day.  
Containers should be spaced at least 2 feet apart so the plant 
receives some moving air.  This will reduce the incidence of 
fungal diseases.

Roses grown in containers dry out more quickly than those 
grown in the ground, so they must be watered often, especially 
during long periods of drought and heat.  For a quick check, dig 
down into the soil about an inch.  If it feels dry, the plant needs 
to be watered.

Every fall, gardeners in our area should take steps to protect 
their container roses from the ravages of winter. It is advisable to 
move the roses indoors into an unheated space (like a garage), or 
to another sheltered spot.  Insulating the container with bales of 
straw or other mulch will further protect the plant from possible 
freeze/thaw cycles.
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Designing a Rose Garden - Color and Scent for Inspiration
By Brooke Moore, New Windsor, Senior Master Gardener

When the time 
comes to create 
your own rose 
garden, there are 
so many options 
for design, location 
and plant 
placement.  But 
two options spring 
to mind as a 
method for helping 
to choose plants 
and how to place 
them, that is scent 
and color.  Both 
are a key part of 
what makes any 
rose a standout.  

You might decide to work only with fragrant roses and then 
look for a color palette that appeals to you.  Or you could decide 
to organize around a sequence of color, for example from pale to 
deep colors, and then choose only those with good scent from 
among the options.  Or you could concentrate only on fragrance, 
and choose those that smell the best to you, and not worry about 
color.  

To me, working with both scent and color is a great way to 
select from the enormous number of choices that are available.  
For example, by knowing that scent is key, I can decide between 
two pale yellow Hybrid Teas based on which fragrance will add to 
my grouping.  Roses tend to have spicy, tea-like, sweet, earthy or 
musky scents and you will no doubt have a personal favorite. 

Planting in groups will concentrate the scent and the color and 
give you an impact even from a few plants.  If you choose single 

plants, then each needs to be a stunner to hold the space and 
grab the attention.  Using a curved planting bed will give each 
rose more options to be seen and for the scent to carry into the 
garden.  

Placing by color from a lighter color at the entry areas to 
deeper color and larger blooms as you go into the garden will 
draw a visitor into the space and let the more dramatic roses 
really stand out.  Combining from the different types of roses will 
also enhance a planting. For example, you could have the same 
variety of rose in both a shrub form and a climbing form; this 
would lend continuity to the design, and the different heights 
would add interest.

Plant choice and design is highly personal; it will be your rose 
collection so consider what you like, look at lots of catalogs and 
gardens, and find a rose or three or ten to begin with!  

Roses in Border Gardens
By Madelene Knaggs, New Windsor Master Gardener

Roses are versatile, suiting almost every garden situation, and 
one of the most popular is within a mixed border. With their long 
flowering season, roses inject beauty, while harmonizing and 
contrasting well with other plants.

To provide greater interest, select roses with a range of heights, 
flower colors and leaf textures. Plant roses of the same variety in 
tight groups of three or more. Roses are perfect for growing in the 
mixed border.

While roses, of course, will always be the star of the show, 
other plants can be used to enhance their beauty, hide the bare 
stems, repel pests and keep the soil cool. Herbs and other 
aromatic plants make wonderful rose companions. Scented 
geraniums, rue, parsley, and thyme all may help ward off 
Japanese beetles and aphids. Marigolds will also repel pests and 
encourage growth.  Some perennial partners for roses are: 
bellflower, oxeye daisy, Shasta daisy, Russian sage and black-eyed 
susan.  Peonies and roses are a beautiful combo. Their 
burnished, coppery foliage blends together well and their flowers 
overlap, with peonies putting on a show from late May onwards, 
with the roses taking over in summer

Follow some easy guidelines for your rose border garden to 
thrive. Give roses room to grow within a bed. Prune roses lightly 
so that the new growth starts above the level of the other plants 
and is the first to receive the sun.  Supply enough water and 
nutrients for both the rose and the plants growing around it. 
Keep an open space around the rose stems, especially when 
planting groundcovers so that water and nutrients can penetrate.  
Don’t let 
surrounding plants 
crowd the roses or 
climb into the rose 
itself. If its leaves are 
smothered, the rose 
will eventually die.

Whether you use 
your imagination or 
follow garden design 
plans, utilizing roses 
creatively in the 
border garden will 
add multi season 
beauty and color to 
your landscape.
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PLANT OF
THE MONTH

Cherry Frost rose
By Patti Martellaro, New Windsor Master Gardener  

One of the new roses introduced for 2019 is Rosa Climber 
‘Cherry Frost’.  It is a mini climber that grows up to 6.5 ft.  This 
rose is resistant to black spot and powdery mildew without 
spraying.  It is a repeat-bloomer having beautiful clusters of 10 
small flowers per stem.  Each flower has 15-18 petals in a dark red 
color. Cherry Frost is a solid cane, hardy (Zone 4) rose having 
survived winters in Northern Minnesota and Wisconsin.

Cherry Frost was developed by a non-professional rose 
hybridizer, Julie Overom.  She became a Master Gardener in 
Minnesota in the 1980’s and then went on to earn a Masters 
Degree in plant breeding from the University of Minnesota.  She 
began to cultivate this rose in 2006.  After many trials and errors, 
this rose is ready for commercial release.

Thrips on roses
By Joan Kean, Pine Bush Master Gardener

PEST 
WATCH

Thrips are a tiny insect pest, 
only a millimeter in length 
(thickness of a dime), that can 
cause extensive damage to your 
roses.  They use their rasping-
sucking mouth parts to puncture 
plant cells and suck out the juices.   
These tiny pests usually 
concentrate their attack on the 
petals of unopened rose buds, but can also feed on the leaves.  
Buds infested by thrips become discolored, pinched or 
deformed, and often fail to open. 

Prevention is key to the management of thrips.  As thrips 
feed on many weed species, removal of weeds, grasses, and 
debris around your roses can help prevent infestations.  If you 
start to notice possible thrips damage, proper diagnosis is key.  
Remove a damaged bud, peel back the first layer of petals and 
check the base for thrips.  If you find thrips, it is recommended 

that you remove 
damaged blooms.  
Treating thrips with 
pesticides can be rather 
difficult as thrips burrow 
in between petals and 
are difficult to reach with 
contact pesticides.  
Pesticides that are able 
to spread systemically 
within the plant can be 
effective, but these 
pesticides can also harm 
beneficial insects such 
as bees.  As always 
before you use any 
pesticide, make sure to 
read the label! 

The english roses, ClassiC FavoriTes and 
new seleCTions  (Third ediTion)
by david ausTin
By Brooke Moore, New wiNdsor seNior Master GardeNer

BOOK 
REVIEW

There is no shortage of beautiful books about roses. For me, the one I would choose this year is 
The English Roses, Classic Favorites and new Selections (Third Edition) by David Austin.  Long-loved for 
his work with roses, the 94+ year-old David Austin is the master of the modern rose.  His incredible 
life work is well documented in this latest edition along with new notes and information provided by 
his son.  

Filled with stunning color photos and detailed descriptions, you can almost smell the roses as well 
as fall in love with them.  For a new-to-roses gardener or a well-versed rose grower, this book offers an 
inside look at how the roses we love came to be.  

Each chapter covers, in detail, one type of English rose. So if you want to know everything there is 
to know about a particular group of roses, go to that chapter and you will not be disappointed.  Part 
One provides background and history, Part Two explores the older roses, Part Three looks at the future 
for English Roses.  

The only down side to this book is that you will start to make a wish list, and before you know it, 
you will need to find another house to have enough room to grow them all!

Brooke’s Best Pick for 
a Rose Book Gift



GARDENERS ON THE WEB:
Subscribe  

to Gardening In  
Orange County Today!

Ten issues of this award-winning newsletter written       
specifically for Orange County costs only $20!  
Subscribe ONLINE at cceorangecounty.org 

 or call 845-344-1234 to start your  
subscription today!

CALL OR EMAIL US WITH YOUR GARDENING QUESTIONS 
E-mail: mghelpline@cornell.edu Phone: 845-343-0664 

April – November: Mon., Wed., Fri., 9:30 am – 12:30 pm. All other times, please leave a message.

GARDEN HELPLINE

GARDENER’S CHECKLIST 
DECEMBER & JANUARY

• Add evergreens and berried branches to outdoor containers.

• Remember the birds, clean feeders, provide seed and suet.

• Check indoor plants for proper humidity and any pests.  Do not fertilize them 
until spring.  Do not overwater your houseplants.

• Pot up amaryllis bulbs, water well and allow the soil to dry before 
watering again.

• After ground freezes, mulch roses, perennial, strawberry, and spring 
bulb beds.  The mulch will prevent heaving during alternate freeze/thaw 
cycles.

• Use anti-desiccant spray on broad-leaf evergreens, such as rhododendrons.

• Take inventory of your yard to upgrade lackluster or weak design areas.

• Plan your vegetable and flower beds. Look through seed and plant catalogs.

This month our recommendation is Rose.Org (https://www.rose.org/
roses) the web site for the American Rose Society; it is packed with 
information on everything Rose!

   WHAT’S HAPPENING
Sat., Feb. 2 Backyard Maple Syrup  9:30 – 11:00 aM at Cornell Cooperative Extension, Middletown, NY. Learn how to 

make real maple syrup as we touch briefly on the history of syrup production, discuss tree identification, 
learn about tree tapping and the collection and processing of sap into syrup.   $10 ($8 GOC Subscribers)
[Snow date: Feb. 9]

Sat., March 2 Shitake Mushroom Cultivation  9:00 – 11:00 aM at Cornell Cooperative Extension, Middletown, NY. This 
class will introduce the methods for growing Shitake mushrooms on a small scale at home.    $10 ($8 GOC 
Subscribers)[Snow date: April 6]

Tues., March 5 Philadelphia Flower Show  8:00 aM – 9:00 pM $75/persoN. Must reGister By 2/15/2019

Tues., March 5 Pruning Shrubs 9:00 aM – 12:00 pM at Cornell Cooperative Extension, Middletown, NY. Pruning can be easy 
when you can identify how a plant grows, the purpose for pruning, and pruning techniques.  Avoid torturing 
and misshaping your lovely shrubs! $10 ($8 GOC Subscribers)[Snow date: March 12]

Tues., March 19 Shade Gardening  6:30 – 8:30 pM at Cornell Cooperative Extension, Middletown, NY. One of the most 
commonly asked questions is: “What can I plant in the shade?”  In this presentation, you will see the myriad 
of choices that are available. $10 ($8 GOC Subscribers)

Thurs., March 28 Starting a Vegetable Garden  9:00 aM – 12:00 pM at Cornell Cooperative Extension, Middletown, NY. 
Learn the best, tried and true methods for selecting the best varieties, planting, maintaining, harvesting and 
sustaining a productive vegetable garden.   $10 ($8 GOC Subscribers)[Snow date: Feb,. 9]

* - Register online at cceorangecounty.org, or call Jill at 845-344-1234, or email jd863@cornell.edu.


